In a recent paper, Schopf et al.
(1) analyzed 1.8-Ga-old fossil sulfur bacteria and found an intriguing morphological similarity between fossil and modern species. Moreover, the authors showed that the deep-water sulfur cycling environment, where these bacteria reside, has not significantly changed throughout time. Thus, the authors hypothesize that this phenomenon is a result of an extreme evolutionary stasis in these bacteria. Such a static evolution is termed hypobradytelic and it has also been described in some cyanobacteria (2), where an evolutionary stasis is expected to be more than 2 Ga. However, these conclusions rely only on geological and morphological evidence. We feel that other aspects, especially recent advances in molecular evolution, might offer an explanation for the putative evolutionary stasis in bacteria.
Although bacteria are asexual, gene flow within a population and among populations may be very frequent and seems to be very important in the speciation of bacteria. The gene flow is conducted mostly via horizontal gene transfer (HGT) and homologous recombination. Thus, this may potentially lead to a large amount of rapid genetic changes over large geographical distances during time because of bacterial dispersal abilities (3). In our recent paper (4), we analyzed the evolutionary history and HGT of cyanobacteria with a focus on the unicellular genus Synechococcus, which is a globally distributed, important primary producer in oceanic pelagic systems. We found that this genus has extremely polyphyletic nature and most of lineages have very similar morphologies. There have appeared 12 lineages over the 3 Ga and, for example, marine Synechococcus has diverged at least five times (4). The sister taxa to Synechococcus mostly belonged to the filamentous cyanobacteria Leptolyngbya and Pseudanabaena. Thus, there have been frequent convergent evolutionary events, such as alterations between filamentous and unicellular forms. We hypothesized that cyanobacterial (and possibly bacterial) evolution is characterized by serial convergence, which might be explained by several crucial factors (4). Polz et al. (3) showed that bacteria may evolve through local gene pools in particular environments where bacteria exchange genes via HGT and homologous recombination. Taking these findings together with high dispersal abilities of bacteria, we conclude that the genome of bacteria is continually changing, but a common, similar phenotype may reappear during the evolution based on local environmental conditions and local gene pools. Schopf et al.
(1) briefly discuss convergence; however, this phenomenon seems to be more widespread in bacteria than expressed by the authors. For example, convergence has also been observed in cyanobacteria dwelling in hot springs, which are considered one of the oldest habitats with living organisms (4). Moreover, this is also likely the case for giant sulfur bacteria, which is shown in the review of Salman et al. (5).
In conclusion, we are convinced that the long evolutionary stasis in bacteria is only elusive and might be explained by serial convergence of phenotypic traits, which masks possible continuous metabolic, genetic, and ecological changes. Moreover, long evolutionary distance among similar morphotypes is evident in reticulate bacterial phylogeny and phylogenomic analyses. 
